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Laura Ingraham of Fox News has referred to Dr. Anthony
Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease expert, as “the
medical deep state.” There are many that are convinced
that Dr. Anthony Fauci was working with Hillary Clinton to
undermine Donald Trump.

 











Fauci  Lied,  and People  Died.....Not  only  did  Dr.  Anthony
Fauci  use your  money to  create  a more contagious and
deadly coronavirus, he actively used his position to block a
highly  successful  treatment  for  the  monster  he  helped
create. His words and actions kept an effective solution out
of the hands of the people resulting in unnecessary loss of
life. Fauci must go!



In 2005, Dr. Fauci was both chief of the lab and director of
the  National  Institute  of  Allergy  and  Infectious  Diseases
(NIAID), which is an institute within the National Institutes of
Health  (NIH).  The  NIH  published  in  the  Virology  Journal
research that “Chloroquine [a form of hydroxychloroquine] is
a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and spread.”
“Scientists  may have found a treatment  for  a  deadly  new
[Middle East Respiratory Syndrome] coronavirus,” according
to a 2013 USA Today article. In the same article, Dr. Fauci
encouraged immediately using this treatment on the MERS-
CoV, which included hydroxychloroquine [HCQ], according to
Free Republic. Even without trials, in 2013, Fauci said, “If I
were  a  physician  in  a  hospital  and  someone  were  dying,
rather than do nothing, you can see if these work.” And the
drugs did.

Dr. Fauci had never treated a single COVID patient during the
pandemic. In contrast, the Henry Ford Medical Center is a
group  of  at  least  18  hospitals.  They  did  a  peer-reviewed
study on a treatment using HCQ for more than 2,500 people.
They  compared  the  hospitals’  original  COVID-19  mortality
rates to mortality rates after the hospital started patients on
HCQ and dexamethasone. The Detroit-based system saw this
treatment cut mortality rates cut in half for its hospitalized
COVID-19  patients  (from  26%  to  13%).  But  instead  of
praising  this  hospital  system’s  fantastic  work  reducing
mortality  by  50%,  Dr.  Fauci  attacked  and  discredited  its
efforts  to  save as  many lives  as  possible.  He  labeled  the
study “flawed” because of the human compassion to provide
the  best  treatment  possible.  Fauci  attacked  these  medical
professionals because they didn’t heartlessly place innocent
people—with  families  and  loved  ones—into  a  study  that
doctors  knew  would  deny  them  access  to  this  lifesaving
treatment!  https://lcaction.org/detail/210605fauci-lied-and-
people-died
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